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BACKGROUND 
 
Five Mile Radius is an architectural practice focused on the use of locally resources in construction. We occupy a studio in Red Hill where research,                         
drawing and prototyping come together.  
 
Since its foundation in 2016 the practice has held various workshops and talks, often partnered with universities, and these educational programs                     
have a growing following, particularly amongst design students eager to learn more about sustainable construction materials and their production. 
 
In mid 2019 FMR successfully crowdfunded $13,875 to formalise the Five Mile School. The resources were spent renovating Five Mile HQ in Red                       
Hill, so the space could more easily host increasing numbers of these workshops, talks and events.  
 
Five Mile HQ is housed in a 1890’s brass foundry, a building which itself can teach many lessons on designing to last using locally available                         
materials. 



 
INTRODUCING THE 

FIVE MILE 
SCHOOL 

 
 
 
VISION 
 
To work towards a construction future built on respect for the           
resources around us.  
 
MISSION  
 
The Five Mile School is a platform for design and research into            
the use of materials in construction. The focus is on          
understanding our relationship with locally available resources       
and supply chains. We follow the premise complex global         
issues can often be tackled at a local scale.  
 
 
The school is interested in 
 

+ Resources. Healthy, low carbon and practical building       
materials. Understanding our relationship to land and       
resources 

+ Making. Connecting designers to making and      
fabrication?  How are things put together?  

+ Practicality. Understanding maintenance, durability,    
cost effectiveness, sun, wind & water.  

+ Community. How can we build to support local        
communities, their resources and economies. 

+ Futures. Think circular economies, indigenous craft,      
emerging technologies and the changing climate.  

 
VALUES 
 
The school will be  
 

+ Independent. Separate and agile while sitting      
alongside and working with universities, relevant      
industry and associations.  

+ Collaborative. Accessed and taught by architects,      
non-architects, local communities, trades and     
consultants + interested members of the general       
public.  

+ Practical. Emphasising simple ways to build and       
design systems that are accessible across a broad        
skill range.  

+ Transparency. Working towards a simple financial and       
administrative model that we fully disclose.  
 

FORMAT 
 
The school is curated by Five Mile Radius’ team of emerging           
designers who look to industry professionals to teach and         
contribute to the schools success.  
 
Initially the school will offer  

+ Lectures (Whats out there) 
+ Courses (CPD Accredited events)  

 
Eventually the school will offer  

+ Hands-on building workshops. 
+ Design/Build case study projects  
+ Local material workshops 
+ Factory & Industry tours. 
+ University partnerships 
+ Tours to relevant places and sites.  

 
The school is to become case study focused, with curriculums          
built around real building projects in a diverse range of          
Australian contexts. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PROGRAM DELIVERY 
 
In-person content  are taught at 

+ FMR Red Hill Studio. 
+ Building sites. 
+ External venues/offices. 

 
Digital content delivered via 

+ FMR Website. Course outlines & content.  
+ Instagram/ Facebook. Advertising & community. 
+ Film. Online courses and workshops. 
+ Writing. Research and papers. 

ACCREDITATION  
The spirit of the school is one of a personal quest for knowledge.             
The school will not initially offer formal accreditation, beyond         
Continuing Professional Development (CPD) course points for       
attendance and certificates issued to all attendees. 
 
The school intends to grow and will look to become accredited           
as an architecture school, tafe or institution.  
 
 
TARGET AUDIENCE 
 
The school is about collaboration between like-minded       
architects, designers, consultants, trades and local communities.  
 
Anyone is welcome. 
 
The focus is predominantly on Australian construction however        
the thinking that underpins the school is globally relevant. 
 

 
PARTNERS 
 
Though independent, the school may partner with  
 

+ Teachers/Experts/Speakers. 
+ The Institute of Architects and other associations. 
+ Select building material suppliers. 
+ Universities and TAFEs 
+ Sponsors. The 2019 crowdfunding campaign sponsors      

will be featured on promotional marketing until July        
2020. 

+ Cemintel. 
+ Kennedy’s Timber. 
+ H Design. 

 
FEEDBACK  
 
We welcome all feedback on our direction, mission & format. 
Likewise if you would like to contribute as a teacher or lecture 
please get in touch. 
 
studio@fivemileradius.org 
 
CHEERS  




